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Abstract—Many Wireless Sensor Network applications will
impose a many-to-one traffic flow pattern. This phenomena in
communication networks is referred to as reachback. The higher
volume of traffic in traffic hotspots, which usually form around
the base station, limits the number of sensors that can participate
in the formation of a Wireless Sensor Network with a fixed per
sensor data rate. To alleviate the effects of reachback, spatial
correlation of sensor data has enabled the use of Slepian-Wolf
coding as a compression technique to reduce the volume of traffic
in sensor networks. Within a cluster, Slepian-Wolf coding is used
to compress the sensor readings. Clusterheads then transmit the
compressed sensor readings over the Overlay Network which is
formed by all clusterheads. We develop an expression for the endto-end (sensor-to-base station) channel capacity of such a
Wireless Sensor Network and observe the effect of variations in
the number of clusterheads on end-to-end capacity.

Therefore, communication between sensors and their CLH are
assumed to take place over a single hop. We will use the terms
cluster, intra-cluster or cluster-level communication
interchangeably to refer to the exchange of messages between
nodes belonging to the same cluster. Communication within a
particular cluster proceeds at a common frequency, i.e. there is
a potential for interference between transmissions of different
sensors of a cluster. Different clusters may or may not use
differing frequencies.

Index Terms—End-to-End Channel Capacity, Reachback,
Wireless Sensor Network.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

VER the past several years different assumptions have
been made regarding the structure and capabilities of
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and the devices they
are constituted of. In [1] Gupta and Kumar studied the
scalability of a wireless networks with randomly chosen source
destination pairs. Their conclusions offer two solutions to the
scalability problem; 1) Design smaller networks or, 2) localize
communication by clustering nodes. The idea of a WSN
consisting of homogeneous devices gradually gave way to that
of a network consisting of a homogeneous mix of nodes with
non-uniform device capabilities. In this newly emerged view
of WSNs, sensors are grouped into clusters. Each cluster of
sensor nodes elects from among its members a clusterhead
node (CLH) that acts as a gateway for all incoming and
outgoing communications. Consequently, WSNs can be
thought of as hierarchical networks with two levels. At this
point we are not making any rigid assumptions about the
networking technology or type of MAC protocol used.
Level 1, the lower level, refers to the network formed by a
CLH and its associated sensors. Typically, all devices within a
cluster are capable of communicating with each other directly.
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Figure 1. A tesselated or clustered wireless sensor network.

Level 2, the upper layer, refers to the network formed by the
CLHs of all clusters in the WSN and the base station. We will
also refer to this network as the Overlay Network (ON). We
assume that the CLHs participating in the ON are capable of
routing and relaying their own and other clusters’ packets
towards the base station. Moreover, since the most widely used
WSN routing algorithms (DSR, AODV, Directed Diffusion)
are different forms of shortest path routing algorithms, we
assume that at any given time the routes from CLHs to base
station in the ON form a tree rooted at the base station. We are
discounting the possibility of using bifurcated routing, i.e.
multiple paths from source to destination. We will use the
terms overlay, overlay network or CLH-level communication
interchangeably to refer to the exchange of messages between
nodes belonging to the ON. Moreover, it is assumed that
message exchanges between CLHs in the ON take place at one
frequency, i.e. like sensors in a cluster, CLHs in the ON have
the potential to produce interference for each other. However,
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this frequency channel is assumed to be free of interference
from cluster-level communication.
As Figure 1 shows, as traffic generated by the CLHs situated
farther away approaches the base station, the expected volume
of traffic carried by a link increases. This leads to a capacity
bottleneck around the base station that subsequently limits the
rate at which CLHs, and ultimately sensors, can inject data into
the network. This is called the reachback problem [2]. To
alleviate the effects of the reachback channel compression is
used. A very popular compression method in WSNs is
Slepian-Wolf coding [10] which will be discussed in more
detail in section III.
Table 1. Tabular lising of relvant features of the three wireless networking
technologies under consideration for use in Wireless Sensor Networks.
IEEE 802.15.4
Frequencies 868–868.6 MHz
902-928 MHz
2.4-2.4835 GHz
MAC type 1.TDMA in GTS
2. CSMA/CA in CTS

IEEE 802.11b
2.4-2.4835 GHz

IEEE 802.15.1/
Bluetooth
2.4-2.4835 GHz

1.CSMA/CA in DCF Polling
2. Polling in PCF

A. Wireless Networking Standards for WSNs
In our attempt to formulate a generalized expression for the
end-to-end channel capacity of a channel between an arbitrary
sensor and the base station we will have to remain open to the
possibility of a number of different wireless networking
technologies. Besides proprietary radio interfaces,the most
commonly encountered standardized wireless networking
technologies found in implementations of WSNs are the IEEE
802.11x Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) standard [3],
the IEEE 802.15.1/ Bluetooth standard [4] and the IEEE
802.15.4 Low Rate-Wireless Personal Area Network (LRWPAN) standard [5]. The distinguishing features of these
three networking standards are many. Table 1 lists only the
features that we were concerned with in our work, i.e. the
operating frequencies and the types of MAC protocols.
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Figure 2. End-to-End channel between a transmitter and receiver on a
multihop wireless network.

As we will show in a later section, our interpretation of how
the end-to-end capacity of a wireless channel can be computed
requires us to assume a pathloss model to model the physical
channel. Since pathlosses are, besides numerous environmental
factors, dependent on the frequency of the transmitted signal in
addition to the distance between transmitter and receiver, we
assume all transmissions to be happening in the 2.4–2.4835
GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band. This will

allow us to use a single pathloss model that will be applicable
to all three networking standards under consideration.
Therefore, our end-to-end channel capacity expression will not
be applicable to WSNs using IEEE 802.15.4 networks
operating in the 868 – 868.6 MHz or 902 – 928 MHz bands. In
addition to that, we are allowing for both collision and
collision-free, CSMA/CA and TDMA, type MAC protocols.
II. END-TO-END CHANNEL
In this section we describe the general methodology of
obtaining a channel model for the end-to-end channel between
a transmitter and receiver communicating over a multihop
wireless network.
The first step consists of identifying a suitable pathloss
model for the wireless channel. For our purpose that means a
pathloss model that is well suited for the 2.4–2.4835 GHz ISM
band. We have identified the channel model proposed by the
physical channel modeling subgroup of the IEEE 802.15
taskgroup 4 in [7] for this purpose. Figure 2 depicts a
transmitter and receiver communicating over a multihop
wireless channel. The transmitter and receiver are depicted by
the two protocol stacks of the Open Systems Interconnect
(OSI) model. At the Physical layer of the OSI model we
assume a Discrete Memoryless Channel (DMC). The pathloss
model is an abstraction of the physical channel between a
single transmitter and receiver. In terms of the OSI model, the
pathloss model represents an abstraction of everything that
falls under the Physical layer. From the pathloss model we can
determine a bit error model that will be representative of
everything below the Data-link layer. The ultimate goal here is
to determine a model that is capable of abstracting everything
down from layer 5 of the OSI model. In the next step, we add
another layer of abstraction to the bit error model by using it to
obtain a packet error model. The packet error model will then
abstract the network stack from the network layer down. Note
that the packet error model can serve as an end-to-end model
in single-hop networks. However, for multi-hop networks such
as the ones we are considering we will have to modify the
packet error model to obtain the desirable end-to-end packet
error model that will abstract everything from the session layer
down. This successive abstraction of the channel between
transmitter and receiver based on the next lower model is
depicted in Figure 2. The layers of the OSI model inside a
dashed box represent the layers encapsulated in the
corresponding model.
III. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF SLEPIAN-WOLF CODING
Slepian-Wolf coding was first proposed by Slepian and Wolf
in [10]. However, we make some simplifying assumptions
about Slepian-Wolf coding as it applies to WSNs. These
assumptions have been taken from Marco and Neuhoff in [8]
and [9]. Slepian-Wolf coding exploits the spatial correlation of
sensor readings in neighboring sensors and is employed as a
means to compress the data before transmitting it to the base
station. In our case, Slepian-Wolf coding is employed by the
CLH in intra-cluster communication in the collection of data
from its associated sensors. Slepian-Wolf coding is based on
the equation (1). Consider a cluster i as in Figure 3 consisting
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ni ( j ) ∀i = {1,2, 3,..., M } ∀j = {1, 2, 3,..., N i } , with ni (0)

of N i sensors and a CLH in which the first sensor ni (1)
produces reading X ni (1) , the second sensor ni (2) produces

denoting its CLH, and n 0 (0) denoting the base station. We

reading X ni (2) and so on.

also define a function f (ni ( j )) that returns the frequency at
which the node or CLH provided in the argument
communicates. This way f (ni (0)) denotes the intra-cluster

H(X1)

H(X1|X2)

H(X3|X2, X1)

H(Xn|Xn-1, … , X1)

C i . We use
∀i ∈ {1,2, 3,..., M } as a shortened form to denote the

communication

fi

frequency

of

cluster

cluster frequencies of all M clusters. Similarly, we abbreviate
f (n 0 (0)) by f0 to denote the frequency used by CLHs for
communicating in the ON. The probability of nk (l ) making
an interfering transmission at the same time as ni ( j ) is

Figure 3. Slepian-Wolf coding in cluster-level communication.

(

H (X ni (1) ) + H (X ni (2) | X ni (1) ) + ... + H X ni (N i ) | X ni (N i −1) ,..., X ni (2) , X ni (1)

(

= H X ni (1) , X ni (2), ..., X ni (N i )

) (1)

)

The size of all N i sensor readings after lossless
compression is lower-bounded by their joint entropy. SlepianWolf coding within a cluster proceeds as follows.
1. The CLH collects readings from sensors in rounds,
compresses and transmits them to the base station.
2. In every round, sensors transmit their readings to their
CLH according to a pre-defined sequence or schedule. For
simplicity’s sake, let us assume that the transmissions to
the CLH are scheduled in the ascending order of sensor
nodes’ ID numbers.
3. The first transmission X ni (1) by ni (1) is not compressed
(see first term on left-hand side of (1)).
4. The second sensor ni (2) compresses its sensor reading to

H (X ni (2) | Xni (1) ) based on the side information of
ni (1) ’s transmission of size H (X ni (1) ) . Therefore, the j th node in cluster i transmits its data as
H (X ni ( j ) | X ni ( j −1),..., X ni (2), X ni (1) ) bits. This is depicted in
Figure 3.
5. This way the total volume of all transmissions approaches
the joint entropy as shown in (1).
However, this coding scheme has one major disadvantage.
Failure of the CLH to receive the k -th transmission results in
its inability to reconstruct all subsequent transmissions k + 1
through N i for that round.
IV. NOTATION AND CONVENTION
In this section we define the notation and convention we
have used for different parameters of the generalized WSN
under consideration.
Let N be the total number of sensors in a WSN of M
clusters. Let C i ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3,..., M } denote an individual
cluster consisting of one CLH and N i sensors (therefore;
M

N = ∑ N i ). Sensors are addressed using a 2-dimensional
i =1

coordinate system, the
referred

i -th cluster’s j -th sensor node is
to

as

making its transmission is denoted by pnk (l ) (ni ( j )) . We also
define

a

I f (ni ( j ), nk (l ))

Frequency
Indicator
Function,
f (ni ( j )) ≠ f (nk (l ))
. New notation will
f (ni ( j )) = f (nk (l ))

0 if

= 
1 if


be introduced in the following sections where needed as we go
on.
V. CLUSTER COMMUNICATION
From the pathloss model in [7] we can obtain the expression
in equation (2) to obtain the interference power Pnk (l ) (ni ( j )) of
a signal transmitted by nk (l ) at receiver ni ( j ) .
Pnk (l ) (ni ( j )) = I f ( f (ni ( j )), f (nk (l ))) ⋅ K 0 ⋅ PTX −amp ⋅ ηTX −ant ⋅ ηRX −ant
×

PL0
2
d (ni ( j ), nk (l ))  f
 ⋅ f


d
c
0


(2)

( )

2 Κ+2

Here, PTX −amp (typically 1000 mW for IEEE 802.15.4
compliant devices) is the signal power at the transmitter after
amplification before it is passed to the antenna, ηTX −ant is the
transmitter antenna efficiency, ηRX −ant is the receiver antenna
efficiency and Κ , PL0 , and K 0 are environmental
parameters that depends on the operating environment (see
[7]). Since we are assuming that a WSN consists of devices
with identical radio interfaces transmitting at a fixed power we
consider these terms to be constant across the entire network.
We also define two reference parameters fc and d 0 for this
pathloss model. For the sets of parameters provided in [7], fc
is set to 5 GHz and d 0 is set to 1 m. This leaves the expression
dependent on the transmission frequency f and the distance
between sensor nodes ni ( j ) and nk (l ) that is returned by the
distance function d (ni ( j ), nk (l )) .
In order to obtain a bit error model for a DMC we need an
expression for the Signal-to-Interference & Noise Ratio
(SINR). The general expression for the SINR is given in (3).
Using the expression for the pathloss model described above
we can arrive at an expression for the SINR in the terms that
we have previously defined.
PTX
SINR =
(3)
PA + ∑ Pint
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where PTX is the power of the received signal for which the
SINR is being computed and Pint is the power of interfering
signals caused by undesired concurrent transmissions
elsewhere in the network. PA is the ambient noise power of
interference produced by sources that are not part of the WSN
and are not modeled by any terms in Pint . Sources of ambient
noise power may include but are not limited to other networks
that are co-located with the WSN under consideration or
devices or appliances (microwave ovens) that operate in the
same frequency band. If we substitute the pathloss model from
(2) in the SINR expression in (3) we obtain (4). Since at the
cluster-level all transmissions are directed from sensors to
their respective CLH, the term SINR (ni ( j )) represents the
SINR of the transmission from ni ( j ) to its CLH ni (0) . Note
that we have omitted the indicator function term and the
probability of simultaneous transmission terms from the
numerator. Since both sensor ni ( j ) and CLH ni (0) are

C BSC (n i ( j )) = 1 − H b (PBER (n i ( j )))

From the BER we now determine expression (8) for
obtaining the probability of a packet loss or the Packet Error
Rate (PER) PPER (ni ( j )) for a transmission from ni ( j ) to

ni (0) . The PER corresponds to the probability of error of a
Binary Erasure Channel (BEC). We assume that a received
packet is discarded if a single bit is in error, a valid assumption
considering our choice of wireless standards. The term in the
exponent represents the packet length which is the number of
bits in the header h and the number of bits of the payload
H (X

ni ( j ) | X ni (1) , X ni (2),..., X ni ( j −1) ) . From (8) we trivially


obtain expression (9) for the channel capacity C PER (ni ( j )) in
terms of PPER (ni ( j )) .
h + H (Xni ( j ) |Xni (1) ,Xni (2) ,...,Xni ( j −1) )



PPER (ni ( j )) = 1 − (1 − PBER (ni ( j )))

C PER (ni ( j )) = (1 − PPER (ni ( j ))) ⋅ ∏(1 − PPER (ni (k )))

general case, all sensors and CLHs can be considered as
potential sources of interference. Obviously, we assign
pni ( j ) (ni ( j )) = 0 .

VI. OVERLAY NETWORK COMMUNICATION

K 0 ⋅ PTX −amp ⋅ ηTX −ant ⋅ ηRX −ant ⋅
SINR (ni ( j )) =

M

PL0
2
d (ni ( j ), ni (0))  f

d 0  ⋅ fc


( )

Nk

PA + ∑ ∑ I f ( f (n i ( j )), f (n k (l ))) ⋅ pnk (l ) (n i ( j )) ⋅ K 0 ⋅ PTX −amp ⋅ ηTX −ant ⋅ ηRX −ant ⋅

2 Κ+ 2

PL0
2
d (nk (l ), n i (0))  f

d 0  ⋅ fc


( )
We simplify (4) by removing all constants from
thenumerator and defining a new term PA ' in place of PA . If,
k =1 l = 0

PA ' =

( )

PA ⋅ f f
c

2 Κ+2

K 0 ⋅ PTX −amp ⋅ ηTX −ant ⋅ ηRX −ant ⋅ PL0

SINR (ni ( j )) =

, then

1
d (ni ( j ), ni (0)) 2

d0 

×

2 Κ+ 2

(5)
1

M

Nk

PA '+ ∑∑ I f ( f (ni ( j )), f (nk (l ))) ⋅ pnk (l ) (ni ( j )) ⋅
k =1 l =0

1

2
d (nk (l ), ni (0)) 
d0 


Then (5) is the final expression for SINR (ni ( j )) . In the
next few steps we derive the bit error model. For that we use
the Lognormal Shadow Fading Model described by Rappaport
∞
u
−
1
in [11]. If Q (x ) =
e 2 du , then the probability of
∫
2π x
receiving a bit error at ni (0) in a transmission originating at

ni ( j ) is called the Bit Error Rate (BER) PBER (ni ( j )) and is
described by equation (6). This can be thought of as the
probability of error in a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC).
The corresponding channel capacity in terms of the BER is
obtained from equation (7), where H b (⋅) is a function that
returns the entropy of a Bernoulli random variable with the
parameter provided in the argument.
∞
u
−
1
2
PBER (ni ( j )) = Q 2 ⋅ SINR (ni ( j )) =
e
du (6)
∫
2π 2⋅SINR
(n ( j ))

(

)

i

(8)

j

operating at the same frequency, I (ni ( j ), ni (0)) = 1 . In the

(4)

(7)

(9)

k =1

In this section we now turn our attention to the end-to-end
capacity of the channel between an arbitrary CLH and the base
station communicating over a multi-hop wireless network. The
case in which all CLHs are directly communicating with the
base station in the ON becomes a special case of the more
general case of a multi-hop ON. We will consider two types of
communication in the ON; 1) Without Slepian-Wolf Coding in
ON in which CLHs simply forward packets from downstream
CLHs , and 2) With Slepian-Wolf coding in ON in which
intermediate CLHs apply a second level of compression to
their own packets by recoding them based on the downstream
packets they have received and forwarded. In this case, a loss
of a single downstream packet that is used for compressing
data causes the inability to perform Slepian-Wolf coding and
causes a packet loss for the current round. Alternatively, the
loss of a packet results in a packet error for all upstream CLHs
in the ON. As before in the case of the Cluster-level
communication, we start from the expression for SINR, this
time for a signal transmitted by a CLH ni (0) to its upstream
neighbor. This is given in (10).
Before proceeding further we define a set of new functions
that will subsequently be used in this section. R1↑ (ni (0))
returns the immediate upstream neighbor of CLH ni (0) ,
where upstream denotes the direction towards the base station
in the network topology. R1↓ (ni (0)) returns the set of CLHs
that is 1 hop downstream from ni (0) , where the term
downstream refers to the direction away from the base station
in the network topology. R ↑ (ni (0)) returns the set of all
CLHs that are upstream from ni (0) and R ↓ (ni (0)) returns
the set of all CLHs that are downstream from ni (0) .
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PL0
2 Κ+2
d (n (0), R1↑ (n (0))) 2
i
i
 f

d0  ⋅ fc


PL0
⋅ ηTX −ant ⋅ ηRX −ant ⋅
2
d (ni (0), nk (0))  f

d0  ⋅ fc


K 0 ⋅ PON −TX −amp ⋅ ηTX −ant ⋅ ηRX −ant ⋅
SINRON (ni (0)) =

M

PON −A + ∑ pnk (0) (ni (0)) ⋅ K 0 ⋅ PON −TX −amp
k =1
k ≠i

If,

(10)

( )

is given by equation (18). The exponential term is further
complicated by the fact that the joint entropy is replaced by the
conditional entropy conditioned on all sensor readings
originated at R ↓ (ni (0)) .

( )

2 Κ+2

( )

2 Κ+2

PON −A ⋅ f f
c

PON −A ' =

PON −PER−nk (0) (ni (0))



h +H (Xn (1) ,Xn (2) ,...,Xni (Ni ) |Xn (1) ,Xn (2) ,...,Xn (Ni ) ) 
l
l
l

= 1 − (1 − PON −BER (ni (0)))  i i




×  ∏
∏ (1 − PON −PER−nk (0) (n j (0)))
nk (0)∈R↓ (ni (0)) n j (0)∈R↓ (ni (0))


K 0 ⋅ PON −TX −amp ⋅ ηTX −ant ⋅ ηRX −ant ⋅ PL0
1
SINRON (ni (0)) =
2
d (n (0), R1↑ (n (0))) 
i
i



d0 


×

(11)

1
pnk (0) (ni (0))

M

PON −A '+ ∑

2

Note that for a TDMA protocol in the
pnk (0) (ni (0)) = 0 , and hence (11) simplifies to (12).

ON
(12)

d (n (0), R1↑ (n (0))) 
i
i

PON −A ' 
d 0 
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Applying the Lognormal Shadow Fading Model leads us to
a similar expression (13) for the BER as before.

=

(

1
2π

2 ⋅ SINRON (ni (0))
∞

∫

e

−

u
2

where PON −PER−nk (0) (n j (0)) = 1 if nk (0) ∉ R↑ (n j (0)) . This

PON −PER−E 2E (ni (0)) = 1 −

∏ (1 − P

ON −PER−nk (0)

nk (0)∈R↑ (ni (0))

(ni (0))) (19)

CON −PER−E 2E (ni (0)) = 1 − PON −PER−E 2E (ni (0))

1

PON −BER (ni (0)) = Q

)

(13)
du

2⋅SINRON (ni (0))

From (13) we can obtain a recursive definition for the BER
of the multi-hop, end-to-end channel between a CLH and the
base station.
PON −BER−E 2E (ni (0)) = PON −BER (ni (0)) ⋅ 1 − PON −BER−E 2E (R 1↑ (ni (0))) (14)


+ PON −BER−E 2E (R (ni (0))) ⋅ 1 − PON −BER (ni (0))
1↑

Using the above results the sensor-to-base station BER and
PER for any arbitrary sensor ni ( j ) can be obtained by
multiplying the cluster-level BER PBER (ni ( j )) in (6) or PER
in

(8)

with

the

end-to-end

PON −BER−E 2E (ni (0)) in (14) or PER PON −PER−E 2E (ni (0)) in

PBER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) ) = PON − BER − E 2 E ( ni ( 0 ) ) ⋅ 1 − PBER ( ni ( j ) ) 
+ PBER ( ni ( j ) ) ⋅ 1 − PON − BER − E 2 E ( ni ( 0 ) ) 
PPER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) ) = 1 − 1 − PPER ( ni ( j ) )  ⋅ 1 − PON − PER − E 2 E ( ni ( 0 ) ) 

R1↑ (nk (0)) is then provided by equation (15).

C BER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) ) = 1 − H b PBER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) )

(

(

) (15)

This leads us to the final expression (16) for the end-to-end
PER from an arbitrary CLH ni (0) to the base station. This
term is simply obtained by subtracting from 1 the product of
the probabilities of a successful transmission on all links along
the route from source ni (0) to the base station. Equation (17)
gives the corresponding expression for the end-to-end
capacity.
PON −PER −E 2 E (ni (0)) = 1 −
∏ (1 − PON −PER−n (0) (ni (0))) (16)
nk ( 0)∈R ↑ (ni (0))

k

CON −PER−E 2E (ni (0)) = 1 − PON −PER−E 2E (ni (0))

(17)

Now we come to the second case in which we assume a
second level of Slepian–Wolf coding based on downstream
packets. The derivation for the capacity expression for this
case proceeds exactly along the same lines as in the first case
between equations (10) and (13). The expression for
PON −PER−nk (0) (ni (0)) , the packet error rate of the link from

BER

equation (19), respectively. This yields an expression for the
sensor-to-base station BER in equation (21) and a
corresponding sensor-to-base station PER expression in
equation (22). From (21) and (22) we can obtain the
corresponding capacity expressions in equations (23) and (24)

The expression for the PER for a packet originating at
ni (0) on a link between nk (0) and its upstream neighbor
h + H Xni (1) ,Xni (2) ,...,X ni (Ni ) 



(20)

VII. SENSOR-TO-BASE STATION CAPACITY

PPER (ni ( j ))

PON −PER−nk (0) (ni (0)) = 1 − (1 − PON −BER (nk (0)))

(18)

leads to the expression for the end-to-end channel capacity
between ni (0) and the base station in equation (19).


k =1 d (ni (0), nk (0))

k ≠i 
d0 


SINRON (ni (0)) =

nk (0) to R1↑ (nk (0)) for a packet originated at CLH ni (0) ,

)

CPER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) ) = 1 − PPER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) ) = 1 − PPER ( ni ( j ) ) ⋅ 1 − PON − PER − E 2 E ( ni ( 0 ) ) 

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

VIII. RESULTS
For the following experiments we have used the channel
model for residential environments in [7]. Initially we consider
a WSN consisting of N = 100 sensor nodes and M = 5
CLHs randomly placed over a square region of dimensions
10m × 10m according to a uniform random distribution. To
create routes with greater number of hops in the overlay
network we place the base station at coordinates (0, 0) . We
assume a set of 15 available frequencies for cluster-level
communication in addition to one frequency reserved for
communication between CLHs in the ON. Furthermore, we
assume the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol using TDMA/ GTS
enabled mode for transmission of data frames. Figure 4 depicts
a WSN with the above specified parameters. Circles denote the
positions of CLHs while the x-marks denote the positions of
sensors. Sensors in closest proximity of the means obtained by
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the k-means clustering algorithm [12] are assigned the role of
the CLH for that cluster. Solid lines depict the topology of the
ON while broken lines indicate each sensor’s association with
its respective CLH. Moreover, for reasons of brevity we only
present the case in which Slepian-Wolf coding is used in
cluster-level communication only. Applying the procedure
described in the preceding sections to the WSN in Figure 4 we
obtain PBER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) ) , PPER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) ) , CBER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) )

[10] David Slepian, and Jack K. Wolf, “Noiseless Coding of Correlated
Information Sources,” IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, Vol.
IT-19, No. 4, July 1973.
[11] T.S. Rappaport, “Wireless Communications – Principles and Practice,
2nd ed,” Pearson Education, Singapore, 2002.
[12] J. Hartigan and M. Wong, “A k-means clustering algorithm,” Appl.
Statist. 28 (1979), pp. 100–108.
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and CPER − S 2 BS ( ni ( j ) ) which are plotted in Figure 5. Since we

We derive expressions for the probability of error and endto-end channel capacity for a WSN modeled as 1) a cascade of
BSCs and 2) a cascade of BECs. The application of these
models to a number of randomly generated WSNs shows that
the capacity of the BEC equivalent is lower than the capacity
of the BSC based model, (as dictated by the data processing
inequality).
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Figure 4. Physical layout & network topology of WSN
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are assuming that a single bit error in a packet at any hop
causes a packet drop, the throughput/ goodput rate computed
from the PER is expected to be lower than for the BER for all
sensors. This implies that the PER is higher than the BER and
is reflected in Figure 5.a. Similarly, the capacity in Figure 5.b
in terms of PER is lower than the capacity in terms of BER.
Finally, we investigate the effect of the number of clusters on
the error probabilities. We reduce N to 50 while varying the
number of clusters from 2 to 25 and generate 5 results for
each set of parameters. Figure 6 shows the corresponding error
probability and capacity plots. As we can see, as the number of
clusters increases, contention decreases causing an expected
decrease in the probability of error.
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Figure 5. a) Sensor-to-Base Station Probability of Error for BER and PER, b)
Sensor-to-Base Station channel capacity for BER and PER.
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Figure 6. a) Sensor-to-base station channel capacity against number of
clusters, averaged over 20 simulations.

